Below are the school supply lists for each grade level. School District 11 is mindful of school supply costs and has worked to minimize these costs for our families.

**KINDERGARTEN**
- 1 set of headphones (for computer use)
- 1 box of Crayons (Crayola preferred for consistency)
- 2 Vinyl Folders with Prongs
- 6 Glue Sticks (Elmers Preferred for consistency)
- 1 backpack (big enough to hold coat and books)
- 2 boxes of 250 count facial tissues
- 1 composition notebook (not spiral)
- 1 pair of child sized scissors-pointed (Fiskars are preferred for consistency)
- 1 set of watercolor paints with brush (Crayola or Prang is preferred for consistency)
- 1 bottom pocket folder with 3 prongs (for use in art class)

**SECOND GRADE**
- 1 set of earbuds or headphones (for computer use)
- 1 backpack, at least 12”x18” (large enough for books and papers)
- 1 pair of pointed scissors
- 2 boxes of 250 count facial tissues
- 1 highlighter marker
- 1 set of colored pencils
- 6 glue sticks
- 2 Dry Erase markers
- 3 Composition notebooks
- 2 folders-3 prong 1 blue, 1 green
- 1 pink eraser
- 1 ruler with inches and centimeters
- 1 bottom pocket folder with 3 prongs (for use in art class)

***$3.00 for Student Planner***

**THIRD GRADE**
- 1 set of earbuds or headphones (for computer use)
- 1 backpack
- 2 boxes of 250 count facial tissues
- 1 pair of pointed scissors
- 1 box of colored pencils – 12 count or larger
- 1 bottle of glue
- 1 zipper style pencil case (no pencil boxes)
- 3 composition notebooks (college ruled)
- 1 black sharpie
- 1 ruler
- 2 packs of plain, unlined index cards (3X5)
- 1 4-pack black dry erase markers (Expo preferred for consistency)
- 1 mini dry erase eraser
- 2 vinyl bottom pocket folders, 1 yellow, 1 blue
- 1 bottom pocket folder with 3 prongs (for use in art class)

Girls: 1 box of gallon size re-sealable plastic bags
Boys: 1 box of snack size re-sealable plastic bags

***$3.00 for Student Planner***
FOURTH GRADE
1 set of earbuds or headphones (for computer use)
1 backpack, at least 12” X 18” (large enough for books and papers)
1 pair of pointed scissors
1 box of 250 count facial tissues
1 bottle of glue
1 pencil box
1 pkg. of 24 crayons (Crayola preferred for consistency)
1 pkg. of Markers
1 Red Folder with pockets
1 4pk of Dry Erase markers (Expo preferred for longevity)
1 bottom pocket folder with 3 prongs (for use in art class)

***$3.00 for Student Planner***

FIFTH GRADE
1 set of earbuds (for computer use)
1 backpack, at least 12”x18” (large enough for books and papers)
1 pair of pointed scissors
3 boxes of 250 count facial tissues
1 box of 24 crayons
1 zip style pencil bag - **no pencil boxes**
1 small bottle of glue
2 glue sticks
1 folder -2 pocket
1 4pk of Dry Erase markers
1 bottom pocket folder with 3 prongs (for use in art class)

***$3.00 for Student Planner***

**Make checks payable to RUDY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
All money will be deposited in a school account. Please contact the Principal if financial assistance is needed!**